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GENERAL SOURCES


7 essays: McKinley, Wilson, FDR, HST, LBJ, Nixon & general.


Reprinted from Foreign Affairs.


Heller, Francis H.  "The President as the Commander in Chief."  Military Review (Sep 1962):  pp. 5-16.
Per.
Presidents


See also:
-Bibliographies on Civil-Military Relations and National Military Policy.

SPECIFIC INDIVIDUAL/SITUATIONS-LINCOLN


Tap, Bruce A. “‘That Meddlesome Body’: The Joint Committee on the Conduct of the War.” PhD dss,
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT


OTHER


See also:
-Korean War section of Bibliography on Douglas MacArthur in Biographies.
**WAR (and Emergency) POWERS**


By former Secretary of the Navy.


TACTICAL/FIELD COMMAND

When the question arises on which occasions did a serving American President actually command troops in a tactical sense, three come to mind: Washington at Carlisle, 1794; Madison at Bladensburg, 1814; and Lincoln, summer 1862. That Madison had a firmer and more direct grasp of troops at Bladensburg than did Washington during his Carlisle review of troops in 1794 is questionable. To what extent in 1794, 1814 and 1862 were the commands issued directly, rather than through the hovering covey of military bureaucrats? Perhaps Washington's orders were as directly transmitted as were the orders (or questions) of Madison, who had certain advisors near at hand, including the Secretary of War.